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Ensō
don’t design your programs,  
program your designs



What is Ensō?

• Is it a language workbench?


• An architectural pattern?


• A model-driven framework?


• Object relational mapping?


• A programming paradigm?


• No, it’s Ensō


• (all of the above, and then some)
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Simula Was the first Object-Oriented Language
Although Simula was the first imperative object-oriented language, I believe
that Church’s untyped lambda-calculus was the first object-oriented language
[5]. It is also the only language in which everything is an object – since it has no
primitive data types. As a starting point, compare the Church booleans to the
True and False classes in Smalltalk (note that ˆe means return e):

Class Smalltalk method Church Boolean
True ifFalse: a ifTrue: b ^a value !a.!b.a
False ifFalse: a ifTrue: b ^b value !a.!b.b

Future

What does the future hold? In the late ’90s I started working on enterprise
software and found that object-oriented programming in its pure form didn’t
provide answers to the kinds of problems I was encountering.

It is still too di!cult to build ordinary applications – ones with a user in-
terface, a few algorithms or other kinds of program logic, various kinds of data
(transactional, cached, session state, configuration), some concurrency, workflow,
a security model, running on a desktop, mobile device, and/or server.

I find myself yearning for a new paradigm, just as I yearned for objects in the
’80s. New paradigms do not appear suddenly, but emerge from long threads of
development that often take decades to mature. Both pure functional program-
ming (exemplified by Haskell) and object-oriented programming (Smalltalk &
Java) are examples.

Thus it should be possible to see traces of future paradigms in ideas that
exist today. There are many promising ideas, including generative program-
ming, reflection, partial evaluation, process algebra, constraint/logic program-
ming, model-driven development, query optimization, XML, and web services. It
is unlikely that focused research in any of these areas will lead to a breakthrough
that triggers a paradigm shift. What is needed instead is a wholistic approach
to the problem of building better software more easily, while harnessing specific
technologies together to create a coherent paradigm.

I want a more declarative description of systems. I find myself using domain-
specific languages: for semantic data models, security rules, user interfaces, gram-
mars, patterns, queries, consistency constraints, upgrade transformations, work-
flow processes. Little bits of procedural code may be embedded in the declarative
framework, acting as procedural plugins.

Current forms of abstraction were designed to express isolated data abstrac-
tions, rather than families of interrelated abstractions. Today object models,
e.g. a business application or the HTML document object model, have hundreds
or thousands of interrelated abstractions. A the same time, it is very desirable
to place each feature of a program into a separate module, even though the
implementation of the features may be fairly interconnected.

William R. Cook, Peak Objects, ECOOP 2006 – Object-Oriented Programming pp 180-185, LNCS 4067

https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/11785477
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What vs how: the old debate

• What: Data, Security, GUI, Workflow etc.


• How: “Strategies” / “Designs”


• Normally: tangled and scattered


• wanna change part of the stack? Change everything! (Including what)


• Don’t design your programs, program your designs!


• How is Ensō different: 


• strictly based on interpreters (no code generation)


• object-oriented to the core: extensibility, wrapping, etc.



Ensō: a constellation of little languages and tools

• Schema: data modeling, ASG


• Grammar: parsing/formatting


• Diagram: graphical editors


• Security: access policies


• Web: web applications


• All have schema, grammar, 
and one or more interpreters

• Print


• Traverse and fold


• Diff: versioning/data migration


• Merge: the basis for modularity


• Persist


• …


• All guided by model’s schema

Languages/DSLs Generic Tools



Managed data

Figure 1. Traditional Data Mechanisms versus Managed Data

language, so that managed data instances are used in the
same way as ordinary objects. Managed Data has a strong
emphasis on modularity, allowing schemas and data man-
agers to be modularly defined and reused. Additionally,
schemas may also themselves be defined using Managed
Data via a bootstrapping process, extending the benefits of
programmable data structuring to their own implementation.

Figure 1 illustrates the difference between traditional
built-in data structuring mechanisms and Managed Data. In
the traditional approach, the programming language includes
a process and data sublanguages, which are both predefined.
With Managed Data, the data structuring mechanisms are
defined by the programmer by interpretation of data defini-
tions. Since a data definition model is also data, it requires
a meta-definition mechanism. This infinite regress is termi-
nated by a boot-strap data definition that is used to build the
Managed Data system itself.

One way to understand Managed Data is as a design
pattern that allows the programmer to define the behavior of
data manipulation operations traditionally considered built-
in primitives: initialization, field access, type tests, casting,
and pointer equality.

This pattern can be implemented in many different ways
in different languages, or in different programming styles,
including object-oriented or functional. Some programming
systems support a degree of control over the data structuring
mechanisms. Meta-classes in Smalltalk define how classes
are instantiated and compiled [9]. The reflective features
of Ruby, Python and Smalltalk can trap and handle unde-
fined methods and properties, allowing creation of dynamic
proxies or virtual objects [9, 30, 32]. Attributes and byte-
codemanipulation can specify and implement pervasive data
management behaviors in Java [2] Scheme macros are often
used to create data structuring mechanisms [15]. For exam-
ple, the defstruct macro defines mutable structures with
a functional interface. The Adaptive Object Model Archi-
tecture [35] provides an architecture for this approach, but
does not discuss how it is bootstrapped or integrated with
existing languages. In general, static languages are less able

to support Managed Data directly, so they require the use
of external code generators. Dynamic languages often pro-
vide reflective hooks that can be used to implementManaged
Data.

Our implementation of Managed Data uses the reflective
capabilities of Ruby. Sections 2 and 3 implement Managed
Data with dynamic proxies, which declare properties and
methods on the fly using Ruby’s method_missing mecha-
nism. A second, more static implementation, introduced in
Section 4, uses define_method to define instance methods
as closures at run-time. Section 5 demonstrates the use of
Managed Data in EnsōWeb, a web development framework.
Managed Data is used to configure pervasive data manage-
ment concerns such as persistence, security and logging in
a data-independent way, without introducing boilerplate into
the specific type definitions. Finally, Section 6 compares and
classifies related work.

2. Example of Managed Data

The definition and use of records, or labeled products, pro-
vides a good initial example of Managed Data. Records
are a built-in feature of many languages, including Pascal
and ML. Managed Data can be used to implement simi-
lar functionality, although without static type checking. On
the other hand, Managed Data support dynamic checking of
both types and other invariants. To implement records using
managed data, it is necessary to define a schema language
that describes record structures, define data managers that
implement the appropriate record behavior, and also specify
hooks into the programming language so that records can
be created and used. The following sections first introduce
a simple schema language, then discuss use of records, and
finally implement a data manager.

2.1 Simple Record Schemas

Record schemas describe the structure of records, which are
mappings from field names to a value of an appropriate type
for each field. A record schema specifies a class of records
that have a given set of field names and types. In this sec-

Alex Loh, Tijs van der Storm, William R. Cook, Managed data: modular strategies for data abstraction, in: Onward! 2012: Proceedings of the ACM international 
symposium on New ideas, new paradigms, and reflections on programming and software, October 2012 Pages 179–194



Ensō core: schemas and grammars

class Machine

start : State

states ! State*

class State

machine: Machine / states

name # str

out ! Transition*
in : Transition*

class Transition

event # str

from : State / out

to : State / in

Figure 2: Schema defining the structure of state machine object graphs

start M

M ::= [Machine] "start" \start:<root.states[it]> states:S*
S ::= [State] "state" name:sym out:T*
T ::= [Transition] "on" event:sym "go" to:<root.states[it]>

Figure 3: Object Grammar to parse state machines

As a result, state names must be unique and the states field of Machine can be indexed by name.
The / annotation after the machine field indicates that the machine and states are inverses, as are
from/out and to/in. The ! modifier indicates that the field is part of the spine (a minimal spanning
tree) of the object graph. All nodes in a model are assumed to be uniquely reachable by following
just the spine fields. The spine allows visiting each object in the object graph in a predictable
way. This is useful for generic mapping operations on models, such as printing and serialization.
Without the distinction between spine fields and non-spine fields, encoded references could end
up in the output at arbitrary locations based on the specific traversal strategy of the operation
(e.g., depth-first vs breadth-first). Currently such operations simplify traverse the spine and treat
all other object fields as cross-links. Not that the states field is on the spine, whereas the start

field is not. The object pointed to by start, however, is required to be included in the set of all
states.

The schema could potentially be derived from the grammar, but we prefer to specify them
both separately: schemas may have additional structure in the form of class inheritance, and
computed fields, or other meta-data, which may be unrelated to the Object Grammar.

The textual representation in Figure 1(b) uses names to represent links between states, while
the graphical presentation in Figure 1(a) uses graphical edges so names are not needed. When
humans read the textual presentation in Figure 1(b), they immediately resolve the names in each
transition to create a mental picture similar Figure 1(a).

Figure 3 shows an Object Grammar for state machines1. It uses the reference <root.states[it]>

to look up the start state of a machine and to find the the target state of a transition. The path
root.states[it] starts at the root of the resulting object model, as indicated by the special vari-
able root. In this case the root is a Machine object, since M is the start symbol of the grammar, and
the M production creates a Machine. The path then navigates into the field states of the machine
(see Figure 2), and uses the identifier from the input stream (it) to index into the keyed collection
of all states. The same path is used to resolve the to field of a transition to the target state.

In general, a reference <p> represents a lookup of an object using the path p. Parsing a

1The field label start is escaped using \ because start is a keyword in the grammar of grammars; cf. Section 2.7.
9
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1The field label start is escaped using \ because start is a keyword in the grammar of grammars; cf. Section 2.7.
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class Machine

start : State

states ! State*

class State

machine: Machine / states

name # str

out ! Transition*
in : Transition*

class Transition

event # str

from : State / out

to : State / in

Figure 2: Schema defining the structure of state machine object graphs

start M
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S ::= [State] "state" name:sym out:T*
T ::= [Transition] "on" event:sym "go" to:<root.states[it]>

Figure 3: Object Grammar to parse state machines
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to look up the start state of a machine and to find the the target state of a transition. The path
root.states[it] starts at the root of the resulting object model, as indicated by the special vari-
able root. In this case the root is a Machine object, since M is the start symbol of the grammar, and
the M production creates a Machine. The path then navigates into the field states of the machine
(see Figure 2), and uses the identifier from the input stream (it) to index into the keyed collection
of all states. The same path is used to resolve the to field of a transition to the target state.

In general, a reference <p> represents a lookup of an object using the path p. Parsing a

1The field label start is escaped using \ because start is a keyword in the grammar of grammars; cf. Section 2.7.
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Client code
(pseudo code)

var enso = new Enso(); !// bootstrapping 

!// load the schema describing state machines 
var stmSchema = enso.loadSchema("statemachine.schema"); 

!// load the grammar to parse (and format) state machines 
var stmGrammar = enso.loadGrammar(“statemachine.grammar"); 

!// create a factory to manage state machines conforming to the schema 
var factory = DefaultManage.factory(stmSchema); 

!// load state machine using the grammar, schema as “type”, and factory as manager 
var doors = enso.loadModel("door.statemachine", stmGrammar, stmSchema, factory); 
      
!// do stuff with it :) 
println(doors.start.name)



Client code
(pseudo code)

var enso = new Enso(); !// bootstrapping 

!// load the schema describing state machines 
var stmSchema = enso.loadSchema("statemachine.schema"); 

!// load the grammar to parse (and format) state machines 
var stmGrammar = enso.loadGrammar(“statemachine.grammar"); 

!// create a factory to manage state machines conforming to the schema 
var factory = DefaultManage.factory(stmSchema); 

!// load state machine using the grammar, schema as “type”, and factory as manager 
var doors = enso.loadModel("door.statemachine", stmGrammar, stmSchema, factory); 
      
!// do stuff with it :) 
println(doors.start.name)

This is the key point!

Alternative factories could:


• implement access control

•do advanced type checking

•automatically persist objects

• log access to objects

•disallow modifications

•… etc.
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Ensō
Some of William’s slogans…

• Don’t design your programs, program your designs


• DSLs: synthesis lite + verification lite


• Enable good, instead of preventing bad


• AOP is a very bad solution for a great problem


• The Smalltalk of modeling


• Objects inside


• Overriding the “.”


